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Insignia’s purpose

Insignia’s purpose is to end the needless devastation to people’s 
lives and livelihoods as a result of mishandled crises. We want all 
business leaders to have the culture, capability and confidence to 
prevent or overcome crises so they avoid harm to lives, jobs, 
communities, reputation and financial value. 

Our purpose supports one of the United Nations’ 17 Global Goals 
for sustainable development, ‘decent work and economic growth’. 



Webinar agenda

� Retaining stakeholder trust
� Promoting products and services
� Avoiding secondary trauma





Will you build or lose trust?





Retaining stakeholder trust



Customers want you to communicate



Employees want you to communicate



People expect you to care for your employees



Communication objectives –
how do you want to be remembered?







Communication principles
� Say and do the right things
� Communicate transparently – be honest
� Communicate frequently
� Communicate across multiple formats and channels
� Create forums for people to ask questions/get additional information
� Brief the front line
� Equip managers to brief/answer staff questions
� Acknowledge you don’t have all the answers



Identify, prioritise and stay close to your stakeholders

� Employees
� Customers
� Suppliers
� Business partners
� Investors
� Community



Understand the context

� What expectations do your stakeholders have of you?
� What do your values dictate?
� Put yourself in their shoes
– Uncertainty
– Fear
– Heightened anxiety and emotions



Your 3 message themes
� Empathy
� Reassurance
� Guidance
� Actions



Communication Material Checklist
Is this piece of communication:
– Empathetic
– Sensitive?
– Human?
– Clear and simple?
– Straight forward?
– Practical?
– In line with our values?
– Are messages substantiated?



Ask, listen, check



Promoting products and services



Focus communication on solutions



Focus on products that can help



You must communicate what you are doing



Should I communicate?
� Compared with business as usual, is your product or service currently:
– More relevant/useful (e.g. video conferencing)
– Equally relevant/useful (e.g. food stores)
– Less relevant/useful (e.g. online clothing retailers)
– Not at all relevant/useful (e.g. restaurants)

� Is now the best time to communicate?
– Are customers in the mood to buy?
– Can they afford to buy?



Zoom



Just Eat



The impact is long lasting



How should I communicate?
� With deep empathy for your customers (in their shoes)
� Explicit recognition of the COVID-19 context
� Focus on helping not selling
� Appropriate tone of voice – human, sensitive, understated
� With courtesy, respect and humility
� With generosity



Avoiding secondary trauma





Planning for reputational resilience ahead of 
COVID-19 wave 2 and/or a secondary crisis

� Structured review of lessons learned from current crisis
� Identify actions to enhance your preparedness
� Risk assessment (against the new context)
� Update (or create) your crisis management plan
� Brief and train



Contact Details

Email: j.hemus@insigniacrisis.com 

Phone: 44 (0)786 832 9102

Twitter: @jhemusinsignia

Web: https://insigniacrisis.com 
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